
Metegrity announces the release of Visions Enterprise® 5 
for plants, pipelines, and facilities

June 2 2016:  Improved performance. Superior 
comprehension for the protection of critical 
assets. Exponential increase in efficiency. An 
increase in usability that allows even the most 
novice of users to successfully utilize the system. 
These are just a few of the many revolutionary 
additions to Metegrity’s flagship program, Visions 
Enterprise. Meticulously developed around 
years of user-driven requests, the significantly 
upgraded Version 5 marks a new era in the 
world of Asset Integrity Management. Read on 
to discover more details about this exciting new 
release.

Major upgrades and powerful new functionality mark a new era in Asset Integrity Management (AIM)

PRESS RELEASE

New features in the Visions 5 platform include:
◢ Geolocation, which allows you to document GPS coordinates, integrate ESRI maps and visualize with map overlays. This simplifies AIM

for companies with assets spanning large geographical areas. Further, it enables those with pipelines to correlate those assets with other
features, helping to better understand the cause of anomalies.

◢ Structures, which aids the AIM for physical offshore platforms by allowing the topside, underside, cranes and helipads to be defined as
separate assets;

◢ Remodeled user interface, enabling users of all skill levels to effectively utilize Visions with no prior experience required;
◢ Hundreds of additional new features spread across 15 modules.

Visions 5 expands the pipeline offering. Unique integration with the ESRI maps enables users to analyze integrity data with another dimension 
for facilities, plants and pipelines. Streamlining to ISO, API, BSA and other global industry standards is easier than ever, while configurable RBI 
remains available. The addition of a new module allowing integrity management of structures makes Visions the broadest and most robust 
software on the market.

“This release marks a new era in the software industry for Asset Integrity Management”, says Robert Jablonski, Vice President of 
Metegrity. “We redesigned the whole engine of Visions into a more robust and efficient platform. As a result of our users requests, we’ve 
added over 500 additional features into this new release, reaching another plateau of productivity and ease of use.”
Metegrity also announced plans today for future developments. “In the very near future we will announce a new mobility product”, says 
Robert Jablonski, “which along with Visions Enterprise will further increase efficiency and output of field personnel”.

About Metegrity
Metegrity has been proudly providing unrivaled Quality & Asset Integrity Management solutions to plants, pipelines and facilities for over 
20 years. We are a global software company in over 850 facilities worldwide, managing over $550 billion in assets across five continents. 
Our comprehensive suite of products facilitates maximum ROI for inspection data management projects. Praised for unparalleled speed of 
deployment, our products are also highly configurable — allowing our experts to strategically tailor them to your business practices. Our clients 
will attest: Pipeline Enterprise, Visions Enterprise and VisionsGo are revolutionizing the industry. Discover why.
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